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Dynamic Risk’s technology and consulting services optimize risk-informed decision making to manage risk 
through an asset’s entire life cycle. Our IRAS software models pipeline systems to proactively determine 
where they are most likely to fail and the corresponding consequences of unintended releases. From 
gathering systems, midstream pipelines, transmission pipelines, and distribution networks, we have software 
applications and in-house expertise to provide complete pipeline risk assessment, data management and 
compliance reporting.

ATCO has more than 100 years of experience delivering natural gas safely and reliably. Our people have 
a deep understanding of the systems and infrastructure needed for the transmission and distribution of 
natural gas. ATCO’s Integrity Services team leverages that expertise to develop any or all components of a 
comprehensive pipeline integrity program. We provide our customers the information and peace of mind 
you need to manage your pipeline systems with confidence. This includes:

• Turn-key integrity solution customized for you

• Pipeline dig, assessment and repair

• In-Line-Inspection (ILI) management and 
facilitation

• Corrosion control

• Hot tapping and isolation

• In-service welding and fabrication
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ASSESS
Including data collection 
and integration

FUTURE TRENDING AND ANALYSIS
Including continual process

improvements and program audits

ANALYSE
Including technology-enabled 
threats and risk assessment

RECOMMEND
Including effective mitigation methods 
and regulatory compliance

MONITOR AND MAINTAIN
Including real-time analytics

INSPECT, EXCAVATE AND REPAIR
Including project management,

permitting and execution

OUR CORE: COMPREHENSIVE PIPELINE INTEGRITY SERVICES
A fully customizable, one-stop solution. Integrate new modules as your needs dictate.

100% 
REGULATORY 
COMPLIANCE 

15 YEARS 
WITHOUT AN LTI

INCREASED 
PRODUCTIVITY 

IMPROVED 
RELIABILITY 

OPTIMIZED 
OPERATING COSTS 

Who we are

ATCO and Dynamic Risk have partnered to 
form a team of pipeline integrity specialists that 
offer a full suite of services to help you improve 
operations, increase reliability, and optimize 
operating costs.

Our extensive experience has created a depth of 
knowledge unparalleled in the industry that is at 
your fingertips.

We offer a broad range of services from 
managing and analyzing data to field services to 
overall integrity planning and reporting. No work 
is too small or too large because we are designed 
to scale to your needs.

What is the value to you?

• Extensive risk assessment and field 
experience

• Quality and safe execution that is 100% 
regulatory compliant

• Single point of accountability for any size  
of project

• Ease of procurement and contract 
management

• Ability to identify and respond to high-risk 
threats and protect against them

• Access to an extensive knowledge base for 
integrity decision making


